UPSC/MPSC & OTHER COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS ONLINE FOUNDATION
COURSE BATCH 2021
NOTIFICATION
Dear all,
University of Mumbai, Academy for Administrative Careers offering first time specially
designed foundation courses for UPSC/MPSC aspirants. All the students of 11th, 12th, FY,
SY, TY, Graduate and Postgraduate can apply for our 20 Days Foundation Course Batch 2021.
Those students are strongly finding career option in the UPSC/MPSC and other Competitive
Exams you can apply at earliest through Online mode. Applications are starting from 25/10/2021
To 15/11/2021.

Online Application Link:
https://parttimecourses.mu.ac.in
This is great opportunity for ambitious, dedicated and sincere students to get know each and
everything in detail about UPSC/MPSC and other Competitive Exams. Especially in an
industrially developed state like Maharashtra, there is availability of other attractive career
opportunities such as Engineering (preferably software engineering), Medical, Management,
Architecture so on and so forth. Hence the parents as well as students seldom think of UPSC/MPSC
as their very first career option. In addition to this, various misunderstanding about the nature of
these exams, suspicions about one’s own abilities, lack of awareness about availability of quality
guidance and standard reading materials etc. further distract the students from taking this career
option seriously. However, like UPSC, MPSC is also a robust career option, which not only can
give name, fame as well as a secure, stable and enriching career path but also immense inner
satisfaction of serving the society in true sense of the term. MPSC has an added advantage for girls
as there is 33% reservation for them in these exams.
This course provides combined guidance about structure of prelim exam, main exam, paper
patterns, detail trend analysis of entire Pre- Mains Syllabus, Comparative Analysis of Subjects,
Interview preparation etc. The whole syllabus of foundation course will have covered a deep
understanding of the competitive exams.
One-time Fees for 20 days foundation course are only Rs. 2,500/-.
Call for Enquiries / details about our batches of UPSC - MPSC to Mr. Bharat Kardak 9082950560.
The schedule of our all sessions will start regularly from 22/11/2021 to 12/12/2021 timing 2:00
pm to 6:00 pm. (2 lectures per day)

Dr. Suresh Maind
Director, Academy for Administrative Careers

